
Post Normal Accident. A presentation 



Thank you SÄKU and IPS (Swedish Process Safety Association) 

for the invitation and the challenge consisting in…

…presenting Post NA in 2 hours!!



But recent events help illustrate the messages of the 

book so I am ‘lucky’ in a sense because they show the 

relevance of the ideas developed in Post NA

737 Max Covid-19



Part 1

Historicising safety

- Safety as a product of epochs

- Safety and our contemporary world

- Sociology of safety

- Why "Post" in Post NA?

Why does Perrow still matter, 40 years after Normal Accidents, published in 1984?

- Two theses in one book

- An influential sociological analysis

- An important complementary author: Hopkins

Part 2

Thinking “safety as strategy”

- Errors from the top

- Case studies: from BP to Boeing...

Safety-critical systems and globalisation

- Global Value Chains: Network failure accidents

- Case studies (continued): from BP to Boeing…

Global risks and safety

- Systemic & existential risks

- Case study: From Fukushima Daïchi to Covid-19…



Part 1



Fundamentally, Post Normal Accident historicises Safety

Post Normal Accident (Post NA). A presentation 

…100 years ago …30 or 40 years ago or even 

It is very simple: safety today is not safety … 

What does it mean? 



Post Normal Accident (Post NA). A presentation 

In the past 30 to 40 years, 

much has changed in 

the world… and in 

research

How does 

safety science 

adapt to such 

changes? 

2020s



It is an important observation, because how do we understand safety 

if it is a historical concept both theoretically and empirically? 

One option is to start with core theories, and question their relevance 

as time passes 

This is what I did with one of the classics of our field: Normal Accidents 

by the American sociologist Charles Perrow, and published in 1984 

I consider  NA to be so central that a revisit becomes a very useful task 

for safety science research. 

This is what the notion of Post indicates…I will come back to this

Post Normal Accident. A presentation 



Last year, I introduced a collective effort to do so Safety 

Science Research Evolution, Challenges and New Directions 

22 chapters & 26 authors, younger (Antonsen, Downer, 

Haavik, Almklov, Hayes, Shorrock…) and older generation 

(Hollnagel, Roberts, Pidgeon, Westrum, Weick…)

Only possible because it is a thriving field, with a strong 

commitment by researchers across the world 

There is, in my view, a cumulative body of work which can 

be used to move on with renewed models

Post Normal Accident. A presentation 



This book is a sort of analytical 

essay , it provides new:

Perspectives

Vocabulary

Frameworks 

Concepts

Post Normal Accident. A presentation 

To connect 

safety to our 

contemporary 

world 

This year, I present my personal contribution to our 

need for an update of our safety mindset 



This book is based on the sociological tradition in safety science research

Post Normal Accident. A presentation 

1970s                                                                              2020s



For this reason, you won’t hear much about 

Swiss Cheese Model, STAMP, Safety II, Safety 

Differently, Safety Culture… not that these ideas 

are not important, but it would take too long to 

situate Post NA in this background

Post NA is a product of pursuing safety science 

research effort to grasp the complexity of 

safety-critical systems, from a sociological angle

Post Normal Accident. A presentation 

Reason Leveson Hollnagel



This book contains a new framing for safety science research 

and practice

It incorporates both conceptual and empirical changes of 

the past 30 years

It is a short but dense book. It is based on 20 years of 

research in the safety domain, including many ethnographic 

case studies 

I have built a narrative to go into the core of Post NA in two 

hours, and had to make decisions about levels of details

Post Normal Accident. A presentation 



Why Post? 

Post Normal Accident. A presentation 

Post modernity 

Post industrial society 

Post Normal Science 

Posthumanism

Postcolonialism ….

You might have heard of 

A popular way, in the social sciences, to address what is considered to be a notable 

change in theory or in history of an important idea or reality



Four moves

1984 2020

1st move « One book two theses »

2nd move « Error from the top »

3rd move « Network Failure Accidents»

4th move « Global eco-sociotechnical systems»

How to move from  

Normal Accidents to 

Post Normal Accident? 



Post Normal Accident

1st move

« One book two theses »

“If accident are normal, it is because they 

repeat despite knowing that they could be 

prevented in principle“



So, one of the seminal book in safety 

research

What is Perrows’ argument? 

What does Normal Accidents mean? 

Post Normal Accident, 1st move: “One book two theses” 

Charles Perrow

1925-2019 
1984



Three Miles Island in the main source of inspiration, in 1979  

Perrow participates 

to a commission 

including insights 

from social sciences 

Perrow is very 

impressed by what he 

discovers about the 

event

Post Normal Accident, 1st move: “One book two theses” 

He develops the idea 

that operators, 

engineers, managers 

and regulators are 

baffled by what is 

happening, in real 

time, in the nuclear 

power plant during the 

event



Post Normal Accident, 1st move: “One book two theses” 

Two core ideas 

the possibility of unexpected events

the possibility for these events to be out of control

Two associated categories

Interaction (linear or complex)

Coupling (loose or tight)



Post Normal Accident, 1st move: “One book two theses” 

From there, he breaks these categories down in a number of analytical notions

Level of interaction: linear or complex
Spacing between components (none, much)

Production steps’ location (distant, close)

Common-mode of connections (unlikely, possible)

Possibility of isolation of failed components (yes, no)

Personnel specialisation (low, high)

Likelihood of unexpected feedback loops (low, high)

Potential interactions in control parameters (low, high)

Type of information sources (direct, indirect)

Understanding of processes (full, partial)

Coupling: loose or tight
Delay in process (no, yes)

Invariance in sequence order (no, yes)

Availability of alternative method (no, yes)

Level of slack in resources (low, high)

Redundancies/Buffers  (yes, no)

Substitution possibilities (yes, no)



Post Normal Accident, 1st move: “One book two theses” 

COMPLEX INTERACTIONS
No spacing between components 

Not much distance in production steps

Potential common-mode of connections 

No possibility of isolation of failed components 

High level of personnel specialisation 

Unfamiliar and unexpected feedback loops 

Potential interactions in control parameters 

Indirect information sources 

Partial understanding of processes

NORMAL ACCIDENTS

+

TIGHT COUPLING
No possibility of delay in process 

Strong invariance in sequence order 

No available alternative method 

Low slack in resources

No redundancies/Buffers  

No Substitution possibilities



Post Normal Accident, 1st move: “One book two theses” 

Loose Coupling & Linear Interactions Tight Coupling & Complex Interactions 

Accidents 

cannot be 

avoided 

because of 

tight coupling 

and interactive 

complexity

The Normal 

Accident 
thesis 

Then, Perrow, in the 1980s, identifies many high-risk systems and sees differences with the help of 

his categories



Accidents 

cannot be 

avoided 

because of 

tight coupling 

and interactive 

complexity

Post Normal Accident, 1st move: “One book two theses” The 

Normal 

Accident 
thesis 

Perrow compares them 

along coupling & 

interactions axis

He creates at the same time 

the concept of high-risk 

systems: 

Dams 

Marine transport 

Airways 

Aircraft

Space missions 

Nuclear weapons

Mining 

Nuclear power plant

Chemical plants

Rail transport



This thesis has been highly influential, and is structured by a form of 

technological determinism 

Since Marx, the idea that technology structures 

societies’ evolutions is influential

This idea is further explored and developed, 

among other, by Ellul

It is a very popular idea in the 1970s applied to the 

extension of sociotechnical systems … including 

nuclear power plants, commercial aviation, etc

Jacques Ellul

Karl Marx

Post Normal Accident, 1st move: “One book two theses” 



Post Normal Accident, 1st move: “One book two theses” 

Commercial air transport

Dams

Tankers

Refineries

Large Chemical Plants

Space programs

The 1970s are indeed a period of intense development of 
sociotechnical systems…

Offshore platforms

Nuclear power 
plants

Pipelines



It is a very popular idea in the 1970s applied to the extension of 

sociotechnical systems … including nuclear power plants but a 

contemporary problem in the digital society …

The problem of a “technology out of control”

Post Normal Accident, 1st move: “One book two theses” 



Perrow combined for the first time a diversity of 

notions to think about the complexity of such 

systems: 

Loose & tight coupling 

Slack 

Redundancy 

Complexity - feedback loops (positive)

Common-mode failure

Indirect information

these notions (some were borrowed from 

engineering) have had a large success in 

subsequent years in different traditions 

It helped think causality in innovative ways

Post Normal Accident, 1st move: “One book two theses” 



Thus, this thesis is a huge 

influence, it fascinates 

many, and important 

debates in 

management, sociology 

and political sciences 

take place over 40 

years…

Post Normal Accident, 1st move: “One book two theses” 



One strong  critique was the absence of 

people in Perrow’s thesis … 

Post Normal Accident, 1st move: “One book two theses” 



Post Normal Accident, 1st move: “One book two theses” 

Yet, a closer look at the book reveals that Perrow, beyond the main thesis, pays attention 

to people…organisations and institutions…

When Perrow publishes his book in 1984, he is 59 years old, and one of the leader of 
sociology of organisations in US, and beyond, several books

1970 1972 1972 1986 – 3rd Ed 1990 1999 - 2nd Ed 2002 2007 2011 - 2nd Ed1984



Perrow has a critical view of organisations and businesses, and a view of 

organisations as powerful entities in society…and has a power oriented 

discourse, targeting elites of organisations

He described major accidents to be component failure accidents due to:

o Top management and Executives’ failure

o Weak regulations 

Post Normal Accident, 1st move: “One book two theses” 

Charles Perrow

1925-2019 



Post Normal Accident, 1st move: “One book two theses” 

Weak regulations 

Component failure 

accidents 

Executives and top 
management 
failure

Perrow says that 

most accidents are 

preventable!

As a sociologist, Perrow develops an 

analysis of organization through several 

levels
Environment 

Goal 

Structure 

(culture) 

Technology 

and task



Post Normal Accident, 1st move: “One book two theses” 

“Following the publication of the book in 1984, we 

had a series of notable accidents: Bhopal, 

Chernobyl, and in the United States, the 

Challenger and the Exxon Valdez oil spill. I was told 

I had bragging rights, but this was not true. All of 

them were just waiting to happen: the result of 

managerial negligence (…) These accidents were 

all preventable. The vast majority of accidents are 

preventable” 

Perrow, 1999

Tchernobyl, 1986.

Challenger, 1986

Bophal, 1984Exxon Valdez, 1989



Post Normal Accident, 1st move: “One book two theses” 

Some systems are different because more regulated than others

There are a lot actors, organisations and institutions 

“Error-prone system” “Error-avoiding system” 



Post Normal Accident, 1st move: “One book two theses” 

“I would say that most of the work in the risk 

area is systematically detoxing the power 

aspects of my work” 

Perrow, 1999

What is interesting is that, for several 

decades, this is what the research 

community mainly gets from the book, the 

main thesis…and Perrow notices this 



Post Normal Accident, 1st move: “One book two theses” 

But in fact, the book contains not just one thesis, but two



The book:

Normal Accidents (NA)

Post Normal Accident, 1st move: “One book two theses” 

The main NA thesis:

normal accident (na)
The second thesis:

Component Failure 

Accidents

Two Theses!



Second thesis in Normal Accidents

Post Normal Accident, 1st move: “One book two theses” 

“If accidents are normal, it is because they repeat despite 

knowing that they could be prevented in principle“



Another sociologist shares this analysis: 

Most major events can be prevented in principle, 

there is no fatalism! Complexity and coupling do not 

explain major events!

Many articles and books over a 

period of 40 years, from “white 

collar crime” or the “crime of 

powerful” to “mindful leadership”

Post Normal Accident, 1st move: “One book two theses” 

Andrew Hopkins



This is an interesting finding because Hopkins in 

1999 explicitly rejected Perrow’s first thesis, but he 

is, in fact, quite close to Perrow’s second thesis …

Post Normal Accident, 1st move: “One book two theses” 



He produced without ever 

really explaining it, a 

retrospective normative 

model based on commission 

of inquiry reports, and many 

other studies.

Top  
management 

quest for profits

production 
pressures 
through 
bonuses

Non compliance 
(cutting corners) 

leading to 
disasters

Regulator fails to 
enforce regulation 

because it is co-
opted by industry 

Justice does not 
punish top 

management 
after disasters, 

limiting 
deterrence

Post Normal Accident, 1st move: “One book two theses” 

Why do catastrophes 

happen? 



Post Normal Accident, 1st move: “One book two theses” 

Over twenty years, late 1990s to late 2010s, Hopkins refines his approach of safety and moves 

from a critical to a more practical approach through a normative sociological approach

1999 201920 years



Both sociologists approach organisations as a 

multilevel problem … to understand 

disasters…one needs to embrace several layers of 

analysis  

Post Normal Accident, 1st move: “One book two theses” 

Environment 

Strategy 

Structure 

(culture) 

Technology 

and task
1980s – 2000s 2000s-2010s



3. Company
Exxon control failure

Esso cost-cutting

2. Organisational 

Failure to 
identify 
interconnection 
hazard

Absence of engineers

Poor 
engineer-
ing design

Poor 
super-
vision

Poor 
shift 
hand 
over

Operating 
in alarm 
mode

4. Government/
Regulatory System 

Merger of OHS 
and 
compensation 
agencies

Inadequate 
regulatory 
system

Govt failure 
to provide 
alternative 
gas supply

5. Societal Market Ideology – Privatisation Market Forces

Focus on 
LTIs

Poor 
Auditing 

Failure of 
incident 
reporting 
system

Failure to 
HAZOP 
GP1

Inadequate
training & 
procedures

Mainte
nance 
backlog

Poor 
maintenance 
priorities

1. Physical accident sequence 

Incorrect 
bypass 
valve 
operation

Warm oil 
restart

Expl-
osion

Plant inter-
connections

Loss of 
supply

Clos-
ure of 
site for 
2 wks

Conden
sate 
spill-
over

Loss 
of 
warm 
oil

Cold 
metal 
embritt
lement

Post NA, 1st move:

“One book two theses” 

One popular way of 

representing this is through 

graphical representation: 

Accimap (Rasmussen, 1997)

Hopkins has drawn many of 

them on the basis of his disasters’ 

account 

Technology 

and tasks

Structure & 

culture 

Strategy

Environment



Perrow & Hopkins agree, and support the 

second thesis of Normal Accidents  

Post Normal Accident, 1st move: “One book two theses” 

1980s – 2000s 2000s-2010s

“If accidents are 

normal, it is because 
they repeat despite 

knowing that they 

could be prevented in 

principle“



Post NA, 1st move:

“One book two 
theses” 

Far more useful to consider causality from 
a wider sociological perspective

Second thesis: more explanatory



Four moves

1984 2020

1st move « One book two theses »

How to move from  

Normal Accidents to 

Post Normal Accident? 



Part 2



Thinking “safety as strategy”

- Errors from the top

- Case studies: from BP to Boeing...

Safety-critical systems and globalisation

- Global Value Chains: Network failure accidents

- Case studies (continued): from BP to Boeing…

Global risks and safety

- Systemic & existential risks

- Case study: From Fukushima Daïchi to Covid-19…

Part 2



Post Normal Accident

2nd move

« Errors from the top »

“Front line human error is not a good 

explanation for disasters, but strategic error is a 

more interesting candidate”



What these authors do is that they introduce a 

sociological causality in accidents, and safety

These visuals (along with the texts) are powerful ways 

of establishing the problem of studying ‘human error’ 

of front line operators: it cannot be an explanation

Causality is graphically represented as a top down 

issue, forces from the top exert influences which 

create the conditions for an event to happen 

What forces are we talking about? society, 

government and regulation and companies

In a company, these forces are mediated by 

strategic orientations, choices and practices  

Post Normal Accident, 1st move: “One book two theses” 

strategy

Human 

error



Front line actors do not 

create major events, 

the ‘system’ does 

Post Normal Accident, 2nd move: “Error from the top” 

One thing that needs to be emphasised is 

that Perrow’s work is parallel to research on 

human errors, by Reason or Rasmussen at the 

time, in the 1980s and that it provides a strong 

support against the simplistic discourse on 

human error too

human errors



Post Normal Accident, 2nd move: “Error from the 
top” 

Perrow, with his first and second thesis 

deeply contributes to this idea … he 

also contributes, with Hopkins, to move 

up the problem of error to higher level 

decision makers …  

The importance of top management is 

central to Perrow’s sociology of organisation, 

very early, he writes in the 1970s: 

“For both the social scientist and his 

management trainee, the most complete 

understanding of an organization will come 

through an analysis of its goal and basic 

strategies”

What is a system? 

Who creates the ‘system’? 



A different story of safety, a 

greater emphasis on strategy…

Human errors of front lines 

operators only lead to disasters 

because of other more 

important kind of errors … the 

importance of strategic errors

but this not a story told too 

much in safety research, 

including Perrow and Hopkins 

Post Normal Accident, 2nd move: “Error from the top” 

I suggest to call it the

“Safety’s best kept secret”



Texas City, 2005

Deep Water Horizon, 2010

Prudhoe bay, 

2006

Post Normal Accident, 2nd move: “Error from the top” 

Let’s illustrate it with 
the BP case

Several disasters in a 

few years 2005 - 2010

BP Headquarters in 

London 



Post Normal Accident, 2nd move: “Error from the top” 

How can this be explained in a major 

multinational?

Many books about these events, 

along with official reports



After a period of uncertainties in the 1980s, BP becomes a giant multinational in the oil & 

gas sector

Through a series of strategic choices, John Browne (CEO from 1995-2007) develops new 

sources of petrol across the world (Russia, Colombia) and absorbs competitors through a 

number of merger and acquisition (M&A), including US Amoco in the late 1990s.

Post Normal Accident, 2nd move: “Error from the top” 

1990 2000



John Browne changes the organisational 

structure into a decentralised one, with 

strong cost cutting policy, following several 
mergers and acquisitions (M&A)

+  A financial orientation, at the expense of 

the technical and engineering expertise

Post Normal Accident, 2nd move: “Error from the top” 



Post Normal Accident, 2nd move: “Error from the top” 

Several disasters within a few years 

connect BP with the domain of 

strategic decisions and their 

consequences Decentralising
Financial mindset (vs 
engineering)
M&A + strong cost-
cutting



What does Perrow say about BP? He 

is rather critical …

“A few years ago, an aggressive 

chief executive officer (CEO) at the 

British company ordered drastic cuts 

in operating expenses”

Perrow advocates strong states

Post Normal Accident, 2nd move: “Error from the top” 

What does Hopkins say about BP? He is 

more neutral about it…

“The change was a commercial success, 

but the seeds were sown for both the 

Texas City and the Macondo disasters”

Hopkins advocates Mindful Leadership



What a different, and most needed, 
causal narrative than human error of 

front line people! 

Post Normal Accident, 2nd move: “Error from the top” 

Front line 

human errors…
…CEO 

Strategic errors 

…create disasters 

only in a context of…  

How to introduce 

strategy in the 

picture is therefore 

a very important 
step for safety 

science to take 



The strategic view is not a 

prominent discourse in 

safety, but two strategy 

scholars promote such a 

research agenda

Post Normal Accident, 2nd move: “Error from the top” 

William Starbuck Moshe Farjoun

Organizations may be driven to try to exceed their 

capabilities by senior executives who pursue unrealistic 

goals because of insecurity, ambition, greed, hubris, 

jealousy or competitive zeal

Organizations may promise too much and overstep 

their capabilities, not so much as a result of conscious 

design but as response to cumulative flows of events or 

as unintended by-products of decisions and actions

Disasters as product of “Organisations at the limit”

Strategy, executives 
and power as a core 

dimension of safety



Post Normal Accident, 2nd move: “Error from the top” 

2020 2022

Another very good example…the 

story of Boeing 737 Max…

2021



Post Normal Accident, 2nd move: “Error from the top” 

Boeing, a quite similar story than BP, 

a similar pattern…a series of events 

within 6 years in the 2010s on the 

Dreamliner and the 737 Max

Two different aircrafts grounded by 

the FAA following batteries’ fires & 

crashes

Lithium-Ion batteries fire

Dreamliner aircraft 

grounded by the FAA
2013

Two crashes of the 737Max 

aircrafts, grounded by the 

FAA, and around the world 
2019



Post Normal Accident, 2nd move: “Error from the top” 

A merger between Boeing & McDonell Douglas (MDD) – which turns the company from an 

engineering oriented one into a financial one under the influence of the executives of MDD

High pressure on the production schedule and 

budget of the Boeing 737 Max (before on the 

Dreamliner) combined with strong cost 

reductions through heavy outsourcing, and 

“regulation light” approach of the certification 
McNerneyStonecipher



Post Normal Accident, 2nd move: “Error from the top” 

“When people say I changed the 

culture of Boeing, that was the intent, 

so that’s it’s run like a business rather 

than a great engineering firm (…) it is a 

great engineering firm, but people 

invest in a company they want to make 

money” (Stonecipher, 2003) 

“Boeing will pay a high price for 

McNerney’s mistake of treating 

aviation like it was any other 

industry” (Aboulafia, Analyst, 2015) 



Post Normal Accident, 2nd move: “Error from the top” 

In both cases, many written accounts and stories of these two cases are very close to 

Perrow and Hopkins’ narratives … could we imagine what they would say? 

What would Perrow say about BP Boeing? 

“A few years ago, an aggressive chief 

executive officer (CEO) at the British Boeing 

company ordered drastic cuts in operating 

expenses”

What would Hopkins say about BP Boeing? 

Would he be more neutral again? 

“The change was a commercial success, 

but the seeds were sown for both the Texas 

City Dreamliner and the Macondo 737 Max 

disasters”



Post Normal Accident, 2nd move: “Error from the top” 

But…is a focus on strategy not a problem?

What about other factors? For instance:

Regulation

Culture 

Structure

Task 

Technology

What about hindsight bias? 

Is a focus on strategy not a bit reductionist? 

Are we not repeating the ‘human error’ trap instead?

And there is the problem of focusing on major events…rather 

than ‘normal operations’ & successes (HRO vs NA)

Environment 

Strategy 

Structure 

(culture) 

Technology 

and task



“People and organizations do not 

always know how far they are from 

the true limits or the extent to which 

limits are elastic, relative, or arbitrary. 

Therefore, progress in general, and 
exceeding limits in particular entails 

ambiguity, risk and uncertainty”

Post Normal Accident, 2nd move: “Error from the top” 

I believe a simplistic focus on strategy is much of a problem and looking into strategy 

requires a careful understanding of the complexities involved in deciding at high levels 

than the shop floor … and avoiding a moral angle



Post Normal Accident, 2nd move: “Error from the top” 

And what about causalities? are they 

not complex?…a excessively linear view 

of this topic could be misleading, and 
simplistic. 

The relationship between safety and 

strategy is complex, not straightforward 

and we should avoid simplifications in 

hindsight … YET



Post Normal Accident, 2nd move: “Error from the top” 

Yet, I formulate 
a strong hypothesis: 

intensity of events is correlated to 

intensity of operational constraints 

created by powerful actors through 

their strategies 

Multiple disasters: BP or 

Boeing stories are 

exceptional cases (at the 

expense of our 

understanding of successes 

of many companies which 

also explore the limits…) 

Strategic fiascoStrategic failureStrategic mistake

Incidents, happen 

quite frequently but 

rarely treated as 

cases of strategic 

mistakes, and 

described as “lower 

level” events

Intensity of events  intensity of operational constraints major eventsminor events

Far more 

frequent but 

invisible… 

Exceptional 

but highly 

visible!

Major events, happen 

from time to time across 

industries, but not 

necessarily mediatised, 

as fiascos are, and often 

followed by strategic 

adaptations



Strategic 
mistakes?

No, Strategy is 
not questioned

Course of action 
is maintained
and limits are 

exceeded 

Yes, strategy is 
questioned: are 
limits exceeded? 

Strategic 
failure? 

No, 
strategy 
still not 

questioned 

Revision of course of 
action to remain 

within envelope of 
safe performance  

Strategy 
Moderate 

safety events 

Large scale  
safety event 

Series of 
large scale

safety 
events

Yes, but 
too late

Strategic fiasco? 
yes but too late

1

23

Post Normal Accident, 2nd move: “Error from the top” 

A dynamic reality



Post Normal Accident, 2nd move: “Error from the top” 

Strategic mistakes in safety
(expected, and far more 

frequent but invisible…and 

often restricted in discourse to 

lower-level problems, not 

strategic one…)  

Strategic failures in safety 
(frequent but not mediatised

as much as fiascos)

Strategic fiascos in safety
(from time to time and highly 

visible and mediatised…)

Another representation 

showing a different side of 
the strong hypothesis

Major 
events

Minor 
Events

Repeating  
major events in 
one company



Post Normal Accident, 2nd move: “Error from the top” 

I have been regularly involved in 

ethnographic studies in the past 20 

years, and I often identify cases of 

strategic mistake leading to 

‘moderate’ events…

I have been involved 

in more serious events 

too…which I tend to 

consider more as 

strategic failures

and I have rarely been 

involved in strategic 
fiasco investigation…

2009 2018

2003

2005

Minor 
Events

Major 
events

Repeating  
major events in 
one company



Post Normal Accident, 2nd move: “Error from the top” 

Over the past 20 years, many cases of strategic 

mistakes, sometimes failure which are very often 

unanticipated consequences of changes 
associated with new strategies …  

200320092018

Topic of the 

workshop in 

two weeks!

Intensity of events major eventsminor events

2006



Four moves

1984 2020

1st move « One book two theses »

2nd move « Error from the top »

How to move from  

Normal Accidents to 

Post Normal Accident? 



Post Normal Accident, 2nd move: “Error from the top” 

And one could add that 

ambiguity, risk and uncertainty
has only increased in our current 

era…



Post Normal Accident

3rd move

« Network Failure Accidents»

“Accidents reveal the change of operating 

landscape of safety-critical systems in a 

globalised context”



Post Normal Accident, 3rd move: “Network Failure Accident” 

The stories of BP and Boeing, 10 years apart, follow 

a similar pattern which makes sense when 

described with strategy as a core dimension

But they also indicate, in relation to strategy, major 

aspects of the current operating landscape of 

safety critical systems



When Perrow wrote his book in 1984, he relied on his work on 

organisation, in the 1970s and 1980s … ideas of structure, of goal of … 

But work, organisations, businesses and states have tremendously 

changed in the meantime… because of globalisation

Post Normal Accident, 3rd move: “Network Failure Accident” 



Some of you with long experience have witnessed these changes…but often the 

connection with globalisation is missed because it seems a distant phenomenon

Post Normal Accident, 3rd move: “Network Failure Accident” 



Rise of Financial & Global Capitalism 

Evolution of States, Authorities & Increase of ‘Self-
Regulation’ (including OHS)

Increase of Informational Infrastructures (Digital) 

Advent of Global Production Networks - GPN or 
Global Value Chains - GVC 

Proliferation of Certification (third party auditors) 
& Consulting

Contractual & Legal Relations in GPN - GVC

Post Normal Accident, 3rd move: “Network Failure Accident” 

What is Globalisation? 



Digitalisation Financialisation Standardisation Self-Regulation

Globalisation 

Deregulation & 
privatisation

ICT & transport 

revolution
liberalisation of 
financial flows & 

trade 

Externalisation 

Post Normal Accident, 3rd move: “Network Failure Accident” 

Engines of globalisation:  

technology and political 

economy 

It created trends widely 

felt across the world

I discuss, in this 

presentation, about two 

of them

o Financialisation

o Externalisation



Post Normal Accident, 3rd move: “Network Failure Accident” 

The trend of financialisation has been 

described, analysed and deeply questioned in 

the past 20 years, in safety, it is clearly in the 

background of major events 

In safety critical systems, when finance 

dominates engineering, operational problem 

can follow… a study of Boeing, 10 years 
before the events … 



Post Normal Accident, 3rd move: “Network Failure Accident” 

Financialisation and Safety

Hopkins, and Maslen, 

have studied bonuses 

which are shaped by 
financial principles which 

favour short terms benefits 

over long term 

investments as found in 

the background of BP 
“Financial and business performance 

held the greatest weighting, 

representing 70–90% of the total (…) 

Financial incentives can drive decisions 

that are not in the long-term interest of 

an asset and/or company were 

common” 



Post Normal Accident, 3rd move: “Network Failure Accident” 

The trend of externalisation

has been described, analysed 

and deeply questioned in the 

past 20 years too, in safety, it is 

clearly in the background of 
major events 



o BP 

o Transocean (Drilling operator, world largest) 

o Halliburton (Cement, world largest oil field services provider)

o Cameron (Blowout preventer, BOP)

o DRIL-QUIP (Casing hanger, seal assembly)

o M-I SWACO (mud and spacer)

o Schlumberger (Cement evaluation logs)

o Sperry Drilling (Halliburton - mudloggers on the platform)

o Weatherford (float valves, centralizers)

Post Normal Accident, 3rd move: “Network Failure Accident” Platform 

owner and 

operator

BOP



Post Normal Accident, 3rd move: “Network Failure Accident” 

Behind the Dreamliner & 

Boeing 737 Max, very complex 

organisational networks of 

companies, very similar than in 

the case of BP

Software 

Designer

Maintenance 

Of sensors



These two cases are two illustrations of what is described in the literature as Global 

Production Networks - GPN or Global Value Chains - GVC 

A complexification of organisational structures into matrix organisations, based on a 

mix of centralised and decentralised principles across continents

Post Normal Accident, 3rd move: “Network Failure Accident” 

PROD MAINT SAFETY HR

BU 1

BU 2

BU 3



Post Normal Accident, 2nd move: “Error from the top” 

One important aspect of 

Hopkins’ approach of strategy 

is to stress organisations’ 

structure as an important 

factor in the level of safety of 

a company

Centralising safety to achieve 

high safety performances   

One problem for BP was 
its decentralised mode of 
operating which needed 
a change



Post Normal Accident, 3rd move: “Network Failure Accident” 

These two examples are examples of 

failing large multinationals exhibiting a 

high level of complexity, but it is 

something that we also observe at 
different scale in many safety critical 

systems, for instance, in the chemical 

industry, in France 

Profound changes in the 

plants following such 

trends including the 

frontiers of sites, and the 

number of organisations 

interacting



Post Normal Accident, 3rd move: “Network Failure Accident” 

For all of these reasons, it seems a quite 

obvious move to substitute the notion 

of ‘component’ by ‘network’ into the 

expression of 

Network Failure Accidents

One way of updating our models 

and theories is to consider the 

implication of these trends, including 

financialisation & externalisation, not 

only after disaster but in daily 

operations 



Four moves

1984 2020

1st move « One book two theses »

2nd move « Error from the top »

3rd move « Network Failure Accidents»

How to move from  

Normal Accidents to 

Post Normal Accident? 



Post Normal Accident

4th move

« Global eco-sociotechnical systems»

“systemic and existential risks: extending scale, 

scope and timeframe of safety-critical systems”



Post Normal Accident, 4th move: “Global eco-sociotechnical systems” 

The way I have approached globalisation so far is through trends felt across 
the world, another interesting angle is interconnectedness

Global history has reconceptualised our 

understanding of the past (and the present), 
helping us see this pattern of interconnectedness, 

of synchronicity and causality at a global scale 



Intensifying flows and interconnectedness of the past decades led 

some authors to develop the notion of systemic risks, a new 

category of risks now widely experienced and felt across continents

One problem in a node can 
have ripple effects throughout 

the network

Post Normal Accident, 4th move: “Global eco-sociotechnical systems” 

Social inequalities 

Supply Chains
Infrastructures (energy, information, transport, finance)

Terrorism
Cybersecurity

Pandemics



Post Normal Accident, 4th move: “Global eco-sociotechnical systems” 

But interconnectedness brings another layer to the global: planet earth 

Environmental history has provided insights of how societies have 

been deeply connected to nature over centuries, and how they 

transformed nature



It also convey a greater 

sense of vulnerability of 

humanity which is 

translated in the notion 

of existential and 

catastrophic risks

Post Normal Accident, 4th move: “Global eco-sociotechnical systems” 

Asteroid Impact Doomsday WarGlobal Warming

Supervolcano Biological Terrorism Deadly Pandemics



Post Normal Accident, 4th move: “Global eco-sociotechnical systems” 

One of the core existential 

issue of our time is what is 

defined as anthropocene, the 

impact of human activities

Global warming 
Carbon dioxide emission 
Rising water levels
Ice melting
Average temperature increase
Acidification of oceans 
Health related effects 

Biodiversity loss 
Eutrophication of oceans  
Forests devastation
Invasive species
Agriculture extension 
Fishing -ocean depletion

Pollution
Plastics
Wastes
Pesticides
Endocrine disruptors



Dams 

Marine transport 

Airways 

Aircraft

Space missions 

Nuclear weapons

Mining 

Nuclear power plant

Chemical plants

Rail transport

Post Normal Accident, 4th move: “Global eco-sociotechnical systems” 

Many safety-critical systems which 

were identified by Perrow in the 1980s 

are at the heart globalisation and the 

anthropocene

In this respect, they are both 

contributors and exposed to systemic 

and existential risks … a need for new 

visualisations because of this new 

status 



Post Normal Accident, 4th move: “Global eco-sociotechnical systems” 

First, the sociotechnical systems described by Perrow in the 1970s and 1980s are 

more ubiquitous than ever with economic and population growth and are at the 

heart of globalisation

1970s … 2020… 

+ digital infrastructures



Post Normal Accident, 4th move: “Global eco-sociotechnical systems” 

Second, there are also at the heart of the anthropocene

Sociotechnical systems pollute the atmosphere, the hydrosphere…

Sociotechnical systems deeply affect nature

Sociotechnical systems have long term impact (global warming)

Sociotechnical systems stretch across continents into global extractive 

& exploitive value chainsDigital infrastructures



Post Normal Accident, 4th move: “Global eco-sociotechnical systems” 

Third, there are also affected, in return, by these changes through systemic and 

existential risks  

Global warming

Deadly Pandemics

Digital infrastructures



Post Normal Accident, 4th move: “Global eco-sociotechnical systems” 

Scope, scale and timeframe: a 

change of status since the 1970s

A possible visualisation is this one, 

based on the following logic… 

High-risk systems

Sociotechnical Risks

Globalisation

Systemic Risks

Anthropocene

Existential Risks

A. High-risk systems are at the 

heart of globalisation, and 

impacted by globalisation through 

systemic risks, e.g., cyberattacks 

A

B B. High-risk systems are at the heart of 

the anthropocene and impacted by 

the anthropocene through existential 

risks in return, e.g., global warming -

natech



Post Normal Accident, 4th move: “Global eco-sociotechnical systems” 

Fukushima is a very illustrative 

examples of how sociotechnical 

systems are eco-sociotechnical 
systems 

This is the growing topic of Natech*

which translates the need for a 

greater sensitivity to the eco 

dimension of sociotechnical 

systems 

*Natural Hazards Triggering Technological 

Disasters



Post Normal Accident, 4th move: “Global eco-sociotechnical systems” 

It is important to understand that 

Fukushima was not solely due to the 

Tsunami but clearly to a lack of 

adequate safety management in 

design & training 

The powerplant was not seen as 

vulnerable to its environment 



Post Normal Accident, 4th move: “Global eco-sociotechnical systems” 

Another example is Covid-19… 

High-risk systems

Sociotechnical Risks

Globalisation

Systemic Risks

Anthropocene

Existential Risks
Virus transmission from animals 

to humans is more likely due to 

expanding deforestation 
(zoonose)

Virus circulation is fast and 

worldwide through globalisation 

interconnectedness (people flows 
via planes, ships, trains…)

Huge consequences on sociotechnical 

modes of operating, various health and 

safety consequences depending on 
sectors and management



Post Normal Accident, 4th move: “Global eco-sociotechnical systems” 

Nuclear  
accident

Chemical 
explosion

Aircraft 
crash

Train 
derailment Global 

Terrorism 

Pandemics
Finance 

crisis
Natural 
disasters 

Asteroid 
impact

Ecological 
catastrophe & 

society collapse 

Unfriendly super 
intelligence  

Scale of 
governance

Magnitude 
of impact 

Major Extreme

National

Transnational 

Doomsday 
war 

Mine 
accident

Dam 
rupture

Physics 
experiment 

Epidemics 

SYSTEMIC 
RISKS

EXISTENTIAL 
RISKS

SOCIO
TECHNOLOGICAL 

RISKS

Synthetic 
biology, bio error 

Supervolcan
o eruption 

Scale, scope and 

timeframe of high-risk 

systems are different 

now than 40 years ago 

when Normal Accidents 
was published

A type of 

coupling and 

complexity at 
the global scale



Four moves

1984 2020

1st move « One book two theses »

2nd move « Error from the top »

3rd move « Network Failure Accidents»

4th move « Global eco-sociotechnical systems»

How to move from  

Normal Accidents to 

Post Normal Accident? 



Post Normal Accident (Post NA). A presentation 

Normal Accident

1980s

One book, one thesis 

Accidents are unavoidable due to 

coupling and complexity: normal 

accidents

Human errors not an explanation

Component Failure Accident

Sociotechnical systems

Technological risks

(Chernobyl, Piper Alpha)

Post Normal Accident 

2020s

One book, two theses 

Accident are normal because they repeat 

despite knowing that they could be 

prevented in principle 

Errors from the top much better explanation

Network Failure Accident

Eco-sociotechnical systems

Systemic & existential risks 

(Fukushima, DeepWater Horizon) + Covid-19, 737 Max



It historicises safety and 

provides new:

Perspectives
Vocabulary

Frameworks 

Concepts

Post Normal Accident. A presentation 

To connect 

safety to our 

contemporary 
world 

The book is a conceptual tool to adjust 

our mindset to the contemporary 

situation, expanding causality to 

incorporate a wider understanding of the 

problems

Keeping up with change

Recalibrating causalities

A new path for safety 

science research

Thank you for your attention


